
 

Priming your decision making and processing it. 

As a Fire Service incident commander, I developed my dynamic 

decision-making skills. Serving in a busy brigade exposed me to a 

wide range of command situations that occurred naturally. This 

allowed me to build up practical ‘experience’ known as memories.   

As humans we are collectors, collectors of memories. The workings 

of the human mind, memory and pattern recognition are 

interdependent. People do not have one without the other. We 

take a life experience and turn it into a memory in our heads, like a 

computer memory. How this happens is beyond me, but I can 

accept that it is key to how we can use the complex “cognitive” 

memory system memories in a practical and useful way.  

 

The human memory does not function like a computer memory where specific data is stored in specific numbered 

registers and retrieval is by reading the contents of the specified memory register or by matching key words as with 

a document search. The memories (incoming sensory data) are not randomly stored in the next available empty 

memory location like a computer. Our stored memories (sensory data) cannot be searched for like a computer. 

Sensory inputs or our memories, concerning a single object or subject are stored together as patterns in a single “file 

folder” or “memory folder”.  

When we access the memory folder, we retrieve their contents; sights, sounds, tactile feel, smell, etc, all at the same 

time. How we find the memory folders is initiated by a query or prompt from a set of current sensory inputs or 

patterns. The search through our memories is made to locate the memory folder (stored data) that associates with 

or matches the trigger or prompt input.  

A search is completed by our retrieval system. The first stage makes use of our auto associative artificial neural 

networks and the second stage relies on an exhaustive search “Let me think about that”. For example, we make use 

of cognitive memory systems to make a visual identification of people. 

To sum that up, we remember stuff and we need to index it to make it easier to remember. 

 

 

 

Memory retrieval is the process of remembering information stored in long-term memory. Some theorists 

suggest that there are three stores of memory: sensory memory, long-term memory (LTM), and short-term 

memory (STM). Only data that is processed through STM and encoded into LTM can later be retrieved. 

Overall, the mechanisms of memory are not completely understood. However, there are many theories 

concerning memory retrieval. 

There are two main types of memory retrieval: recall and recognition. In recall, the information must be 

retrieved from memories. In recognition, the presentation of a familiar outside stimulus provides a cue that 

the information has been seen before. A cue might be an object or a scene—any stimulus that reminds a 

person of something related. Recall may be assisted when retrieval cues are presented that enable the 

subject to quickly access the information in memory. Lumen Candela 



So, what is recognition primed decision making. When we see something, we 

recognise this is a trigger to search the filing system in our head for the 

memory folder that has the information that could help us make decisions 

especially in a time pressure situation. This relies on us having a good store of 

memory files. 

How can we make sure we have the data we may need to make the decisions 

that we could be called to make? As Donald Rumsfeld said ‘we don’t know 

what we don’t know’. People need to find out what information they might 

need to know in the situations we could find ourselves in.  

Let us look at an example: A paddler, who wants to become a canoe leader, has made that decision. Whether the 

motivation is aspirational or has come from an identified need we would need to think ‘What do I need to know or 

be able to do?’ We might make a list of what we need - a shopping list - and be thinking which shops we need to go 

to. How do we get this knowledge or skill? We could identify this in isolation (personal reflection), with a mate (peer 

reflection) or it could be better to have a chat with someone who is already doing it (a mentor). We could look at 

information on the internet or in books. However we do it, and whether we write it down or commit it to our 

memory we have a list. We could call this an action plan or personal development plan PDP. 

We can look at how and where we can gain the knowledge or skills to make the memories we need to perform in 

this role.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Practical Experience 

In my opinion, and evidence suggests that, practical experience is the strongest encoder for motor learning skills.   

This is without question the most effective memory maker. This is because it is formed by so many senses, 

making it a complex memory, due to the volume of inputted data to support the memory sight, feel, smell etc. 

This means, for the purpose of decision making, we can predict changes in outcome or reliability. Because of the 

variability of input, the situations are never identical, so the range of experience forms stronger links and 

patterns’ making it a flexible memory for decision making.  

Practical observation 

Learning from others, in some environments this can provide people with reliable memories as they do not have 

as much personal emotional investment into the memory and can be more accurate memories. This can be 

another multi-sensory memory and therefore is immensely powerful. 

Knowledge input (book, Pod cast, being told) 

This is a style of learning that is suited to many people. The real advantage is that the memory maker is in 

control of speed and volume of data input. This is a great time to remember that these are not standalone 

memory input vehicles. Reading a relevant book or watching videos before you go out or when you get back 

from a paddle increases the understanding of the information around the memory.  



Policy and Procedure 

A risk assessment is a process of decision making often conducted in a pleasant environment without time 

pressure and with reflective learning based on peer experience, practical knowledge, observation, reading and 

simulation. From this we produce control measures that, in some cases, develop into an operating procedure or 

set of rules that can give us a decision. The author creates memories from the experiences of writing it, but 

those that subsequently read it are gaining, reinforcing, or refreshing knowledge and understanding data.  We 

sometimes commit these to memory. An example of this is C.L.A.P. (developed by Dave Luke) that is a structure 

to assist in decision making in Paddlesport leadership. The question, ‘ Is this a check list, a linear process or a 

circular prosses that keeps spinning?’ is one for discussion depending on its application.  

Peer experience and simulation 

What a great way to learn, over a cup of tea, a pint or just chatting. Someone else’s experience can add valuable 

aspects to memories. It was former first lady of the USA, Eleanor Roosevelt, who said: “Learn from the mistakes 

of others. You can’t live long enough to make them all yourself.” Talking with peers and someone asks, ‘What 

would you do if….?’. The learning that makes these types of memories are thought provoking. It is sometimes 

called a community of practice. These discussions give us a number of solutions to a problem.  

Personal reflective simulation 

If you are like me you will get this, I pre plan constantly. When I was being mentored to become a duty 

command officer to manage and lead large incidents, Bill, my mentor said ‘as you go about your normal life look 

at a building and think, what would I do if that building was on fire? Where would I establish a command point, 

what would my operational plan be, what resources would I need for my plan?’  

Making the memories from all of the above is great and we are building up what some people may call 

‘experience’ but we have been calling it data. Having great data is brilliant but we need to catalogue, index or 

hashtag it. An example could be: The Great Glen, #Loch Ness #Loch Oich #Loch Lochy # Calidonian Canal etc.  The 

links are often made during feedback, review or reflection. In a technical coaching session, the coach may talk 

through the points, adding tags to the learning to reinforce the memories and how they are stored in the file 

ready for retrieval.   

Memories are made up of lots of parts; physical feeling, emotions, and senses, most of these can be further sub 

divided.  Although they are interdependent to each other for the event memory, they are transferable as data 

used for decision making.  If we had to process the full event memory we could get bogged down and 

overloaded by the data items that are not relevant. I think the decision could also be altered by the outcome of 

the event memory thus making the data ineffective.  

If we are looking at crossing a flow and we search the memory folders for ‘lean’ and one of our data items is a 

great example as we have the memory of the motion of feel and effect and was about perfect when compared 

to our personal technical template. However, we discount this data item because the event ended in a capsize, 

when we got the eddy on the other side we did not react and change lean … splash! If we cannot manage these 

memories it could make some memories divisive or ineffective.  

We need to be able to trust the data items we have stored. As our confidence in the data rises the confidence of 

the decisions made using it will increase. I believe there are several things that can affect the confidence in our 

data. We can look at some aspects that increase or decrease our confidence in the stored data.  

Source  

Where has the information come from? Has it come directly from an expert completely in context to the 

situation or did you overhear it in a pub after a few drinks?  

Confirmation  

Has it been validated by your community of practice or by a mentor? Have you confirmed it yourself through 

application of practice? ‘I saw this, so I tried it, and it worked’. This has both confirmed the original data and 

created another event memory and thus more data memories. 



Repetition  

If you have lots of data saying the same thing it indicates it is a ‘safe bet’. If we find that when putting on a 

spraydeck putting the back on first works for us it becomes our ‘go to’ because we know it works because it does 

every time (or most of the time!). 

Level of detail or depth of knowledge  

I found this list while researching this topic. I cannot find the author, so I am stealing it:  

Not Applicable. 

1 - Fundamental Awareness (basic knowledge) 

2 - Novice (limited experience) 

3 - Intermediate (practical application) 

4 - Advanced (applied theory) 

5 - Expert (recognized authority) 

 

When we go through an event either by reading a book, formal coaching, or a chat in the café over a cup of tea 

the depth of knowledge and detail we store from that event into our memory depends on what we were 

exposed to and how much we understood it. Our capacity to process is also a limiting factor, our short-term 

memory is only capable of dealing with 7 +/- 2 items of information at any one time.  An example a Paddlesport 

leader is in a new situation that to them is stressful. This could already be filling 3-4 of their potential memory 

processes. If they were at the lower end of the memory scale, they might only be able to process one more item 

and be overwhelmed. When coaches or leaders are giving instruction or feedback, they could be bombarding 

them with information that can also lead to overload and potential information melt down.   

 

If I tell you the flow of water gets faster as it goes through a bridge arch what is your depth of knowledge? Basic 

knowledge, I would suggest. If someone explained the formula below to you (not me) and you understood it, 

you would have advanced knowledge and the person that has explained it could be considered an expert. If you 

just gave me this formula, about flow of water, I would put it in the ‘Not Applicable’ pile as it means nothing to 

me.  

 

 

When we store the memory we need to think about tagging the depth and level of knowledge we have in the 

data.  

 

Currency  

How old our memories are will influence what we actually remember. As time goes by the clarity of our 

memories will change, we are human we forget. Memories can pass their ‘use by date’, practices change. 

Although I am sure someone is saying ‘yeah but it’s like a wheel it will come around again’. I mean green flash 

trainers came back in fashion! Some of our memories get updates with new memory events so are updated, 

some will be updated with a greater understanding, new technology, change in legislation and a change in 

attitude of what is acceptable or expected practices.  We should become less confident in the reliability of the 

memories without update. 

 



How can you apply this to decision making by using a memory aid?  

I have a rubbish memory! Or do I mean I have so much rubbish in my head I can’t find the data I know is there 

somewhere. For me I use mnemonics, If you are remembering the door code to the drying room do you remember 

it as top two numbers and bottom two numbers and X or as 1,6,5,10,X. Personally I remember the shape. In 

coaching we have many acronyms, C.L.A.P. is a good example.  

A mnemonic, also known as a memory aid, is a tool that helps you remember an idea or phrase with a pattern of 

letters, numbers, or relatable associations. Mnemonic devices include special rhymes and poems, acronyms, 

images, songs, outlines, and other tools. Mnemonic (pronounced ni-mon-ik) is derived from the Greek phrase 

mimnēskesthai meaning to “remember.” Literary Terms. (2015, June 1). Retrieved November 3, 2015, from https://literaryterms.net/  

What does a Mnemonic do? 

A mnemonic helps us remember which data group we need to gather or a trigger to get our hashtags. If we look 

at the GROW model the G is for Goal. If I do a quick memory search for #Goal, I might get #DofE aim, #canoe polo, 

#personal development plan, #SMART etc. As these come to the front of my memory, I do a quick evaluation to 

see if it’s applicable.   

What mnemonic do we use? 

• An acronym is a word or words formed by using the first letter(s) of the items you want to remember. 

• Imagery, some of us remember images more easily than sounds (words). Like the code to the drying room.  

• Rhymes are often used as a mnemonic. For example, how we learned our times tables. My problem was I 

could remember the tune but forgot the words! 

• Another way we remember things is by grouping. A good example is our mobile numbers 07780 -123 -456 

is easier to remember than 07780123456.  

Some fall across a number of these. An example is one used by British Canoeing, the TTPP Model (Technical, 

Tactical, Psychological or Physiological). It’s not technically an acronym because the first letters of each word don’t 

make a word. Is it imagery? Or is it grouping? Does it matter? No not really. What I do think is important is how 

we see it being applied.  

The models that the mnemonics present work in different ways. Here are 5 examples.  

Linear  

A linear or stepped model, where stages progress along a list of tasks in a prescribed order.  An example most of 

us know and remember is the first aid primary survey DRABC (Danger, Response, Airway, Breathing and 

Circulation). We move along the line not skipping any steps, if a situation changes, we return to the beginning 

and start from there, we can’t just go back a step. 

Circular  

In a circular model there may not always be a fixed 

start point but the important thing is there is no end 

point. We just keep rotating around the model, 

‘spinning the wheel’. Betari Box is a good example of a 

model with out a fixed start point. The Betari box is a 

mental model that shows how your attitudes affect 

the way other people respond to you, and therefore, if 

you change your attitudes towards others, you can 

cause them to change their behaviour towards you.  

 

 

 



 

In the emergency services a joint decision-making model was 

developed by JESIP (Joint Emergency Services Interoperability 

Principles). Its purpose was to develop a common joint 

operational and command procedure, a process for common 

understanding this is called the Joint Decision Model (JDM). JESIP 

says ‘Commanders should use the Joint Decision Model (JDM) to 

help bring together the available information, reconcile 

objectives and make effective decisions.’ This sounds like what 

we want to do.  

Let us look at where the JDM could have come from.  Professor 

Graham Gibbs published The Reflective Cycle in his 1988 book 

"Learning by Doing." It is said to be particularly useful for helping 

people learn from situations that they experience. 

 

I have used this decision-making model and it has 

served me well. WithDave have changed the JESIP 

JDM to fit our needs into a WD team decision making 

aid. We are not going into the working of this or these 

models. But it is to illustrate that the data from our 

event memories is at the top of the cycle ‘Gather 

information and Situational awareness’. 

 

 

 

 

Interdependent  

In this model the elements are all interdependent, no start, no finish and no order. TTPP or TPTP or TTPPEE 
depending how it works for you is a good example. Recently someone introduced to me TTPP as TPTP to use as a 
tool for performance profile modelling. In my head I can make and see two strong bonds.  
 

-Technical with Physiological- and -Tactical with Psychological- 

But we know that each has an interdependency with each of the others.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tick list 

A classic mnemonic tick list example is SMART. When determining objectives, goals or aim using this model can 

provide the clarity and focus to your efforts to achieve. When we write our objectives, goals or aims we do this 

ensuring we can tick off the elements of the acronym. 

Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound 

Format 

Some mnemonics provide structure by providing a format to follow like the acronym SMEAC that provides a way 

to provide a briefing Situation, Mission, Execution, Administration and Logistics, and Communication Plan. 

 

What have I suggested?  

• Our life events create memories that we call on to inform our decisions making (experience) 

• We can use feedback, review, and reflection to help us create usable data from our memories. 

• To assist us in using this data in the future we need to index it effectively and efficiently.  

• We will instinctively store our memories that are needed for assessing decisions. The more reliable 

memories we have the stronger the data is to make decisions with and the more confidence we will 

have in them.  

• In the heat of the moment a decision-making model/cycle can for some people provide structure and 

support to decision making. 

• There are memory recall aids that are useful for some people. 

 

 

 


